Women: Match Day: 4

Teams: RUSSIA vs. GREECE

Date: 25/02/2020  Time: 18.00

City/Country: Kirishi /Russia

Contact E-Mail: rus_waterpolo@mail.ru

Emergency Mobile Local OC: +7 903 78 99 2 88 Mrs. Viktoria Kirina

Arrival Airport: Saint-Petersburg (LED, Pulkovo)

Name & Address of the Competition venue: Aquatic Sports Center “KINEF” (Kirishi city, Stroiteley street, 5A)

Hotel for Teams: “Yunost” Hotel,
Cost of full-board accommodation 6500 rub per person /per day
For booking please, contact izmaylovich_m_v@kinef.ru with copy to Federation

Hotel for Referees & FINA Delegate/s: “Yunost” Hotel

Technical Meeting: Date: 25/02/2020 Time: 12.00 Place: “Yunost” Hotel

Doping Control by: RUSADA

FINA Delegate: Richard Papazian

Neutral Referees (Country): Jaume Texido (ESP)
Nend Peris (CRO)

Broadcasting/Streaming: www.sportkinef.ru